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NEW BOOK EXPLORES
FINDING ADVENTURE IN RETIREMENT
Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts, November, 2013 – Sailing the Mystery: My
Journey into Life's Remaining Chapters (FriesenPress, $19.99), is a bold and
inspiring true account of one man's attempt to find meaning and vitality in his later
years. At sixty-three, Ed Merck is entering retirement. He has leisure, flexibility, and
financial resources – but something is missing. Following the call of his spirit, he sells
his house, buys a boat, and sets sail along the East Coast of America to find a new
life. Along the way he experiences a fiery romance, a deepening bond with his only
son, emerging spiritual insights, and the blaze of self-transformation; all this in
pursuit of a more engaged life, played out against the uncertainties and challenging
adventures of a year at sea.
In the author’s words, “I sailed into the mystery, only to discover that life is not
about resolution; we just keep adding capacity to engage more of the mystery. And
that is the miracle.”
 “Merck’s writing is well-crafted, beautiful, and sincere…
Sailing the Mystery connects to humanity in subtle, graceful ways…delivering
refreshing insights into relationships and aging.”
– Sara Hartley, ForeWord Clarion Reviews

About the Author
Ed Merck was educated at Wesleyan University (M.A. Music) and
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (M.B.A. Business). His diverse talents led
to varied careers: professional musician, music professor and/or chief
financial officer at several prestigious universities and colleges, and codeveloper/owner of the premier strategic/financial planning software used
in higher education today. In recent years, Ed has gravitated towards
pursuits of the heart – writing, making music, teaching yoga/meditation,
and offering workshops on “Conscious Aging.” His memoir, Sailing the
Mystery: My Journey into Life’s Remaining Chapters was released October,
2013. He currently resides on Martha’s Vineyard, Massachusetts.

A Q&A with author Ed Merck
What compelled you to write “Sailing the Mystery”?
My spirit demanded it; that sometimes pesky voice within said,
just do it! Then, working through the process, I grew to
understand that writing Sailing the Mystery was helping me to
better comprehend the way I was transformed by my own
journey, and that it might prove useful to anyone who is going
through their own life-passage.
You left behind a successful career and your community -- what
was it like to make that leap into the unknown?
In a word – scary! Being out to sea 200 miles in a storm with
no one to call for immediate help was certainly difficult at
times. But voluntarily throwing off the tethers of my identity
was a lot harder. For me, that truly felt like being “lost at sea.”
What experience was most difficult to write about?
The inevitable feelings of loneliness. Sailing was supposed to
be my pot of gold, yet instead of holding treasure I occasionally
felt the grayness of being alone too long. I even wondered at
times whether the entire adventure was just one big colossal
mistake.

A Q&A with author Ed Merck (continued)

What was the most unexpected challenge you faced at sea?
Staying in the moment - hour after hour after hour. I had spent my work
years as a strategic planner, hopping from board room to board room,
helping organizations connect their aspirations to their resources. For
over 40 years I lived in the future, and was paid well to do so. Being out on
the open ocean 24/7 with no distractions, and with the future now
reduced to something largely irrelevant, challenged me to my core.
What essential message do you want readers to take away from the book?
That when it comes to living your dream, it’s not about having fun or even
being right -- it’s about seizing the moment. I knew from the beginning of
this journey that my only failure would be not having tried, even if I ended
up hating it.
In what way did your adventure change you?
It opened my heart. In the span of one year I went from being someone
who thought he could manage life, to being someone who allowed the
universe to handle the details. Essentially, I grew into a more balanced
posture of body, mind, and spirit – with my heart leading the way.
You write movingly about your son in the book. Can you address how the
father/son relationship evolved out at sea?
My son Evan was 20 that year – right at the break point between being a
boy and becoming a man. While dealing with all the demands of keeping
the boat afloat, we also found ourselves facing such questions as who is
the captain, and who is the mate? Even, sometimes, who is the father,
and who is the son? He stepped into these new roles when conditions
needed him to, and I was proud of him for doing so.
What advice do you have for people who fantasize about selling everything
to spend their retirement years at sea?
Stop thinking about it, and start doing it! Staying in one’s safety zone
won’t do it – life is all about engaging risk.

What the Reviewers Are Saying

 “Merck’s writing is well-crafted, beautiful, and sincere… Sailing the Mystery
connects to humanity in subtle, graceful ways…delivering refreshing insights into
relationships and aging. He went on a journey for himself, but he wrote the book for
the rest of us.”
– Sara Hartley, ForeWord Clarion Reviews

“The inner journey and the outer journey are seldom explored together in a single
work of nonfiction. But Ed Merck has achieved both in which adventure mixes
seamlessly with thoughts on what Garrison Keillor calls ‘life’s most persistent
questions.’ This seeker has emerged from his nautical year a wiser man, a skilled
sailor, and a writer of notable talent.”
– Holly Nadler, Martha’s Vineyard Times

“…The dialogue is strong…puts great emphasis on the physical act of traveling – on
always going somewhere – which gives the story a feeling of forward momentum.
Overall, the book will likely leave many readers wanting to sail with Merck just a bit
longer.”
– Kirkus Reviews

"Ed Merck sure has an interesting interior life, and that means an interesting ride for anyone
who sets sail with him on his Kairos… Wonderful insights into romantic relationships and how
they work or, in some cases, don't. And if you are over fifty, Ed Merck offers a fascinating story
of learning to live with aging."
– Michael G. West, Author of Dutch Reckoning

